
Title: Boozhoo (bu zhu) 
 

Objective: Generate ideas for how Native Americans and other cultures have used 

natural items to build instruments and tools to improve daily living 
Time: 10-15 minutes 

Materials Needed: Pictures of bison, trees, and stones (found at 

jeffersfoundation.org) 
 

Directions: 
1. Have the students circle up (indoors or outdoors). 

2. Share with the students that people of all cultures, including Native American cultures in Minnesota, have used materials found in 

nature to build instruments and tools to help them survive. What are some instruments/tools you know of that have been designed 

using natural items? (possible answers include: birch bark for canoes, hides/fur for clothes, gourds for bowls). 

3. Three natural materials have been used to design and create many items that have helped people survive in Minnesota for 

hundreds of years. Place the three pictures in the center of the circle (bison, trees, and rocks). Have students think of the 

properties of these items and how the items have been used to create materials that have helped meet people’s daily needs. 

4. Going around the circle, students will greet each other saying “Boozhoo Student name, I could use the natural item for/to/as use.” 

(Possible greetings include: I could use a tree for making a canoe; I could use the bison bones to make needles for sewing; I could 

use the rock as a cutting stone on an axe). 

5. Use the background information on page two to share any additional uses of bison, trees, and stones by Native American cultures 

that live in Minnesota. 

Discussion Questions: 
1. Discuss why people from many cultures have used things found in nature to survive. 

2. Which of the uses surprised you? Did you find a specific design interesting? Explain. 

3. How do you, just like the First People to inhabit Minnesota, still depend on the Earth for your daily needs?  

Extension: Make a list of all the ways students have depended on plants today. (It will be a long list, including: bed and sheets, 

toilet paper, their clothing, breakfast food including cereal or syrup, etc.) 

Greeting 
Theme: Stewardship 
Topic: Built Materials from Natural 
Items 
Suggested Grade Level: 2-5 
Indoors or Outdoors: Either 
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Science and Engineering Practices: 
1. Defining solutions (engineering); 6. Constructing explanations (science) and designing solutions (engineering). 

Crosscutting Concepts: 
2. Cause and effect: mechanism and explanation; 6. Structure and function. 

Disciplinary Core Ideas: 
Physical Sciences: PS 1: Matter and its interactions; Engineering, Technology, and the Applications of Science: ETS 1: Engineering 

design. 

Background Information: 
• Boozhoo (bu zhu) means “Hello” or “Greetings”, in Ojibwe. In Minnesota there are 11 sovereign American Indian nations, 7 

Ojibwe (Chippewa, Anishinaabe) and 4 Dakota (Sioux). 

• Many hundreds of years ago the people living here used the woods, prairies, lakes and marshes as their grocery, hardware, drug, 

and department stores. All plants and animals were vital to human survival. Today we all live in the same world, using the same 

Earth resources, but in different ways.   

• Bison-hides-clothes, moccasins, shields, tipis; fur-robes; hair-rope, headdresses; horns-dishes, spoons, cups; bones- needles, 

knives, paintbrushes, spear handles, clubs, toys, arrowheads, beads; hooves-rattles, glue; sinew-bows, thread, fishing line; tail-

whips, tipi decorations 

• Birch and trees-bark-wigwams, baskets, canoes, gathering water, cooking; sap-maple syrup; wood-paddles, bows, arrows, 

spears, cradleboards, firewood, snowshoes, toboggans, knockers for rice, pipes; spruce roots-canoes 

• Stones-arrowheads, clubs, axes, knives, flint for starting fires, mortar and pestle, sharpening 

Additional Resources: 
• Making Native American Hunting, Fighting and Survival Tools by Monte Burch 

• Maple Moon by Connie Brummel Crook 

• A Native American Thought of It- Amazing Inventions and Innovations by Rocky Landon 

• A Kid's Guide to Native American History - More than 50 Activities by Yvonne Wakim Dennis 

Correlates with: 
Activity - Designing Items from Natural Materials (p. 44) 

Interdisciplinary Lesson - Native American Ingenuity: A Report (p. 104) 
















